Transcriptional heterogeneity in mouse embryonic stem cells.
The embryonic stem (ES) cell is a stem cell derived from early embryos that can indefinitely repeat self-renewing cell division cycles as an undifferentiated cell in vitro and give rise to all specialised cell types in the body. However, manipulating ES cell differentiation in vitro is a challenge due to, at least in part, heterogeneous gene induction. Recent experimental evidence has demonstrated that undifferentiated mouse ES cells maintained in culture exhibit heterogeneous expression of Dppa3, Nanog, Rex1, Pecam1 and Zscan4 as well as genes (Brachyury/T, Rhox6/9 and Twist2) normally expressed in specialised cell types. The Nanog-negative, Rex1-negative or T-positive ES cell subpopulation has a unique differentiation potential. Thus, studying the mechanism that generates ES cell subpopulations will improve manipulation of ES cell fate and help our understanding of the nature of embryonic development.